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Most entries in this index are classified first by country and then under the
railway or city concerned. Articles of general interest affecting more than one
country are listed under International, which precedes the alphabetical listing of
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Each entry shows the issue number followed by the page number (M/PP)

* indicates a major article (illustrated)
‡ indicates an item accompanied by a map
# indicates a captioned picture or short illustrated item
A high speed train going nowhere 7/31*, A single point of failure 9/3, An opportunity for investment 7/8, Beside to connect our cities 10/3, Coping with growth is the real challenge 6/7, Europe’s cross-border services in peril 12/26, Exploiting rail’s full potential 1/66, Harness innovation to drive a revolution 6/3, Heavy lorries will not go away 5/3, It’s time to act together 5/10, Learning to live with competition 8/3, Optimise supply chain for heavy haul excellence 8/7, Our future is not going to look like our past 11/7, Poland: a chance for a new beginning 4/7, Rail freight: we must keep safety in perspective 12/66, Resilience depends on many factors 10/82, Smarter cities are on the move 3/3, Still seeking progress and unity 12/3, The war of words rages on 2/3, Think international, think China 11/3, Time for realism on the New Silk Road 9/84, Understanding China’s railway boom 3/74.

Geographical

Afghanistan
Turkmen/Tajik link started 7/10.

Albania
Tiran trawle trains 10/16.

Algeria
Alger Line 1 train control 9/18, Bougiezou – Djelfa line design 6/18, Constantine tramway opened 8/14, More cities to get trams 8/16.
DB granted access to Channel Tunnel
DB Ix train orders 4/11, 5/23, 9/19
DB Katzenelnbogen – Dessau double 1/59*
DB Main–Spessart EMU order 5/23
DB mentoring programme for female train drivers 8/65
DB Netz Erfolberucker tunnel 2/18
DB Netz west wagons order 2/19
DB Nepe depot planned 1/7
DB proposes timetable date change 7/27
DB Regio Bayan trainset order 9/19
DB Regio Kleinstadt – Wippra contract 9/11
DB Regio Mitteldeutscher Bahn II contract 11/7
DB Regio multi-engined diesels 6/37*
DB Regio push-pull trains 7/8
DB Regio Saarbrücken contract 9/11
DB Regio Saarland DMU order 10/22
DB Regio South Bayern contracts 11/11
DB Rhein Valley: another piece in the mosaic 1/59*
DB Schnicker new headquarters 10/17
DB Schenker Röthenbach depot 10/17
DB Seddin Nord hump yard 5/22
DB Stuttgart 21 project 1/25*, 4/12
DB Systemtechnik certified as operator 5/11
DB Weimar – Gera doubling 2/7
DB Wippra EC trains 5/11
DB/Bombardier loco framework agreement 6/8
DHL high speed train for 2035 3/58*
Eurobahn ticketing system contract 10/22
Freiburg tram order 4/19
Germa tramway upgrade 5/19
Hamburg S-Bahn operating contract and EMU order 8/15*
Hamburg U4 to HafenCity 1/16
Hannover TXD00 LWVs 6/15*, 12/17
HLB DMU orders 2/19
HS operating contract extended 8/7
Hydro loco trial funded 9/7
Jena welcomes Solaris tram 12/16#
ICx sensor order 9/19
Hyundai
Beograd – Novi Sad – Budapest upgrade 7/11
Budapest fare collection 10/19, 11/18
Budapest freight bypass 4/12
Budapest tram fleet management 2/18
Budapest trams repatriated 9/84*
DB Schenker Audt shunting contract 12/16
GySEV EMU order 4/19
MÁV EMU order 4/19
Missoula tram on test 7/15*
Szlévisvárad Forest Railway hybrid loco 5/22
Indonesia
ARA safety partnership 6/28*
Bandung upfunding upgrade 9/7
Borneo: RZD eyes prospects 8/39*
Coal islands railways planned 8/37*
Cagliari tramway 7/19, 12/17
Coal island railways planned 8/37*
Community: a case study 6/14
Kajaki dam, 7/14, 10/22, 11/14
Karakaya Monorail train order 5/23
Java high speed studies 11/28
Java southern main line resigndating 11/24
KAI Jakarta EMUs delivered 12/11
Lampung coastal railway delay 12/23
LTA: Singapore's youngest coaches 8/18
Sulawesi network plan 2/11
Iran
Baghdad metro 3/16
IR DMU order 2/19
Ireland
Dublin Luas maintenance contracts 1/6*
IE to reconfigure MU fleet 10/11
Israel
Be’er Sheva – Eliat new line plan 4/10, 11/28
ISR coach accident reports 10/23
ISR electrification approved 9/7
ISR outsource EMU maintenance 11/22
ISR raising capacity in the Ayalon Corridor 10/63*
ISR seeks electric rolling stock 12/10
ISR staff training centre 5/102
ISR Tel Aviv – Ashdod direct line 9/7*
IITC/AEC: women-only coaches 8/18
Jerusalem tram line 8/5, 10/19
National Roads Co renamed 1/7
Rail engineering courses 1/63
West Bank network planned 9/29
Italy
Bari airport link opened 9/10*
Brescia metro opened 4/16
Cagliari tramway 7/19, 12/17
Genova metro extension opened 2/16
GRT Railways 12/17
Impregilo augments Coop Sistemi Milano driverless Line M5 opens 1/45*
FBI Locomotive integrated control 12/23
FBI evaluates higher speeds 5/33*
FBI Treviglio – Brescia EMU 2/7*
Roma Route 8 extended 7/15
SITA car-carrying wagons 4/19
South Tyrol link rejuvenated 12/55*
Trenitalia Milano – Nice services 12/21
Toledo Line 1 extension 3/18
Trento Frecciarossa 1000 unveiled 5/36*, 8/58*
Trento railstock orders 7/19, 11/7, 8/12
Trenord MU orders 1/11
Trentino EMU order 4/19
Japan
Alstom JVs in Japan 12/43*
Chosu Five remembered 11/68
Copling with a power crisis 11/68
East meets West with joint design 7/44*
Fukui low-floor LRV in service 5/23
International High Speed Rail Association 11/25
JR Central Series N700A trains 3/8
JR Central Tokaido Shinkansen 12/9*
JR Central Tokyo – Nagoya maglev 10/15, 12/26*
JR East E7 series trains 7/44*
JR East starts 320 km/h running 4/12
JR East Super Komachi trains 1/10
JR East A10S and CBTC 4/10, 11/8
JR East train crew tablet computers 6/18
JR East Tōhoku Metro smart card 5/33
JR East freight dual-system loco 1/8
JR Hokkaido undersa de stations closed 12/37*
JR Kyushu luxury train 12/34
JR West Series W7 trains 7/44*
JTC/Ejko test commuter prototype 8/108
Kinki Nippon luxury EMUs 5/98*
Kosovo
Lifesaver 5/102
Mumbai line study 11/12
NFR Kambion Road tunnel 2/18
Park Juntal tunnel contract 1/7
Prominental tunnel contractor entered 9/28
Qingdao – Weihai – Zhejiang rail link 12/15
Rail market was rigged 9/20
Thello plans Milano – Nice services 1/14
Tokyo Waterfront metro plans 9/16
Tokyo Shibuya Hikarie EMU 7/88
Kazakhstan
Aktez locomotive order 5/24
Diesel locos ordered 4/19
Hocher europonger wagon order 8/19
Kazakhstan
KTZ Almaty – Astana high speed line 4/111, 12/11
KTZ rolling stock orders 5/23, 8/19
KTZ locomotive order 3/19
KTZ market reform study 10/78
KTZ diesel machines contract 4/18
KTZ training 2/25, 4/66
Ozha loan from EBRD 9/20
Shunting loco order 9/19
Turnkeys link opened 12/63
UI/Ca/Kazakh training courses 12/63
Kenya
Nairobi suburban expansion 1/27
Standard gauge corridor link from China 11/28
Korea (North)
Khasan – Rajin cross-border upgrade 7/7
Korea (South)
Honam high speed line concrete sleepers 2/18
Korail KT-Manchee 100 fault-free days 1/8
Korail restructuring 7/7
Korail: new president's vision 12/38*
R&D for 500 km/h train 3/30
Samsung C&T expands 12/42*
Seoul Line 9 contract extended 12/13
Seoul Inband extension plans 9/29
Yongin Everline metro opened 6/16
Kosovo
Infraoks loan from EBRD 11/28
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5
Rain spend undergrads regional
growth 8/48‡
SRT Bangkok Red Line
3/16, 4/18, 10/19
SRT loco order
8/18

Tunisia

Tunis RRF Lines & D & E
3/16

Turkey

ADIF trains TCCD staff
6/71
Ankara airport rail link
4/11
Bursa tramway opened
11/15‡
EBF loan for Ankara – Istanbul
7/7
Gaziantep Line 3 construction
contract 10/22
Istanbul Line M18 opened
7/15
Istanbul Line M6 cars
6/15
Istanbul metro tenders
2/11
Konya trains from Škoda
4/19, 12/14
Konya tramway extension
9/18
Liberalisation preparations
5/76
Marmaray tunnel 5/72‡, 9/12‡
7/14
Samsung tram order
2/19
TCCD double-tracking target
11/11
TCCD Eskişehir – Konya
high speed service
5/78‡
TCCD Kayas – Kayseri Güm-ŞR
12/16
TCCD leases Russian Talgo 4/12
11/11
TCCD leases electric locos
10/23
TCCD liberalisation approved
6/10
TCCD orders Velaro
8/18
Tłumiaś/GE PowerHaul order 2/10
11/7
Tupras tank wagon order
8/18
Wheel production line order
10/26

Turkmenistan

Kazakh link opened
6/12‡
Passenger rolling stock
3/19, 9/19
Afghan/Tajik link started
7/10‡

Uganda

Kampala – Malaba standard
gauge
4/11
RVR Northern Line reopened
11/12
Standard-grade corridor gauge
from China
11/28

Ukraine

Azovmash 25 tonne open wagon
9/19
Citadis trams for Ukraine
7/19
Dniproprivtrots’k metro EIB loan
12/13
JSC Ivano-Frankivsk loco
delivered
12/13
Kiyv airport rail link
7/28
Kiyv Line extension
10/12, 12/13
Kiyv metro orders
8/19
Loan for modernisation
3/11
Liv DMUs delivered
3/12‡
Škoda 1520 AC/DC loco
prototype
11/19
UZ electric loco orders
11/19
UZ EMU maintenance contract
9/19
UZ loan from EBBD
1/19
UZ/Škodaklokov electric loco
agreement 6/19

United Arab Emirates

Dubai airport peoplemover
1/16
Dubai Energy stadium opened
11/15
Dubai operating contract
extended 12/13
Dubai tram unveiled
3/14
Dubai tramway operating
contract
10/19
Ethiad Rail Dubai industrial City
8/11
Ethnos train set arrived
9/25
Ethnos rail secured funding
4/12
Ethiad Rail test running
11/7
Ethiad Rail wagons arrive
2/11

Ethiad/DB freight joint venture
8/18

United Kingdom

ABC electrification training centres
2/55
Anglia Mk III coach overhaul
6/19
Brown review of franchising
2/27
C2c gives away chocolates 2/56‡
Carillon electrification training
centre 7/78§
Chiltern /Save & Pay
1/57
Crossrail contracts 3/18, 6/18
Crossrail first bore completed
11/14
Crossrail operator sought 4/14
Crossrail fit-out consultants 5/22
Customer Experience Challenge
awards 10/32
Cycle-Rail Toolkit
3/72
DB Schenker London Gateway
5/23, 10/22

Dublin airport peoplemover
6/16
Dublin airport peoplemover
2/16, 3/16‡, 4/15, 7/15, 11/16
Manchester Metrolink tram order 12/17
Manchester Metrolink extensions
2/16, 3/16‡, 4/15, 17/15
Manchester Metrolink matchday
still ongoing 6/22
Manchester Metrolink second
city crossing
11/16
Manchester Metrolink wi-fi
upgrade 10/19
Manchester tram-train study 12/12
Mobility scooter database
6/11
N Ireland network future options
2/10
National Skills Academy rolling
stock training 2/25, 10/78
Newcastle & TWE Metro upgrading
funds 3/15
NewRail adds Master’s course 2/55
NR w-fi on Dublin trains
1/11
Nottingham Karlsruhe
Friendship bridge
4/19
NR Arundel – Horsham
resignation
2/18
NR Borders Railways
11/18
NR buys road-rail vehicles
5/23
NR computing framework
agreements 12/23
NR customer funding determined
11/18
NR Crewe – Shrewsbury
signalling
12/17
NR electricity contract
2/7
NR electrification factory train
9/23
NR EMU mobile lab
8/11
NR Gatwick airport signalling
2/18
NR Siemens – Cumbraeu
rail electrification
3/18
NR GN/G RE signalling contract
2/18
NR GWM Crossrail upgrade
1/18, 4/29‡
NR GWM Crossrail equipment
7/18
NR GWM signalling works
2/18
NR high-output track renewal
strategy 5/45*
NR Hitchin flyover
8/8‡
NR joins Amtrak NFC
6/18
NR Kent power upgrade
6/18
NR Leeds traffic management
6/66
NR Maidenhead electrification
contract 11/18
NR management training contract
1/63
NR mobile maintenance
systems order 12/17
NR Pont Briwet viaduct
4/18
NR receives Indian delegation
12/18
NR Scanda network contract
10/15
NR Scotland RETB replacement
9/18
NR Scunthorpe – Cleethorpes
resignation 2/18
NR signalling contracts
5/22, 11/18
NR Stafford improvements
4/18
NR strategic business plan
2/8
NR TMS trials
9/29‡
NR TRS4 track renewal system
5/49*
NR WCRM power upgrade
2/18
NR Windermere electrification
9/7
Porterbrook EMUs to have
AC equipment
5/12
Rail Supply Chain Forum
12/11
Railcare in administration
9/20
RAIA scheme to unlock innovation
2/55
Rolling stock alignment and
famine 4/11
Rolling stock long-term strategy
3/12
RSSB traffic management
challenges 12/63
ScotRail EMU modernisation
11/19
Sheffield tram-train order
7/19
Siemens Crossrail apprenticeships
1/63
Siemens pulls out of Crossrail
bidding 8/14
Sleeper timetables from Brazil
1/18
South Eastern EMU order
8/19
South Eastern driver advisory
system 4/19
St Albans light rail plan dropped
7/16
Super Express Train braking order
9/19
Super Express Train design
9/19
SWT EMU expressions of interest
9/19
SWT uses Waterloo International
platform 12/11
Technology 30-year vision
1/28
Technology portal
4/66
TFL Crossrail 2 consultation
6/16
TFL Docklands contract extended
2/16
TFL Docklands operators
shortlisted 5/19
TFL to operate more suburban
routes 8/15
TFL Tramlink car order
9/19
TFL Crossrail graduate trainees
12/63

Symbol Key

‡ = one or more letters
§ = one or more figures
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USA
AAP presses for tank car review 12/22
All Aboard Florida construction 12/21
Amtrak Acela replacement plans 1/7
Amtrak Citis Sprinter electric locomotives 11/64*
Amtrak Hudson River tunnel agreement 4/30
Amtrak Minneapolis Empire Corridor agreement 8/2
Amtrak ridership up again 11/27
Amtrak/CA high speed train procurement 2/26#
Ann Arbor RR to watch 3/7
APT/Uex sign technology agreement 12/7
AK PT C development contract 10/22
Baltimore Red Line funding 10/16
BART metro car testing services 6/19
BART on-call construction management 1/18
BNSF LA terminal approved 6/7
BNSF to invest $4b 7/12
Boston MBTA diesel loco order 8/19
Boy Scouts learn railway computer technology 10/78
California HS community benefits policy 1/63
California HS contractor management 3/19
California HS funding outlook 7/42*
California high speed with veterans 12/12
California HS ready to start in the Central Valley 7/38*
California HS second civil works tender 11/10
California projects funded 7/41*
Caltrain upgrade for high speed 4/11
Carlos sells G&W stake 12/11
Charlotte Blue line work starts 9/18
Chicago trains to have 4G 1/18
Cincinnati Streetcar 8/16
Charlotte streetcar contract 1/18
Charlotte Blue line work starts 9/14
California HS second civil works tender 11/10
California HS ready to start in the Central Valley 7/38*
California HS second civil works tender 11/10
California projects funded 7/41*
Caltrain upgrade for high speed 4/11
Carlos sells G&W stake 12/11
Charlotte Blue line work starts 9/18
Chicago trains to have 4G 1/18
Cincinnati Streetcar 8/16
Charlotte streetcar contract 1/18
Charlotte Blue line work starts 9/14
California HS second civil works tender 11/10
California HS ready to start in the Central Valley 7/38*

Vietnam

Ukraine

Uruguay

AFC buys DMUs from Sweden 2/19
AFC Montevideo – Las Piedras service 11/27#
AFC upgrade funded by Mercour 8/7
CFU train renewal equipment 12/17
New train operating company planned 3/30
Open access plans 11/27

Uzbekistan

Angkor – Pop line tunnel 10/22
UTY electric locos delivered 10/23#

Venezuela

China stops railway works 6/7

Virginia

DaN magnet metro study 9/15
DaN railway mineral agreement 4/30
DaN studies port link 7/28
DaN tracking trains the smart way 8/52
Hanoi – Ho Chi Minh city options 12/23
Hanoi light rail contract 9/18
Hanoi metro seeks operating skills 4/29
Ho Chi Minh metro 11/14
Nearest Corridor options assessed 5/12
NS 2013 investment 3/12
NS taking part from concept to reality 4/18
NY MTA ‘Fix & Fortify’ contracts 7/16
NY MTA leases out air space 5/19
NY MTA Metro-North Port Jervis signalling 11/18
NY MTA New York Gateway tunnels 7/7
NY MTA PT contract 12/17
NY MTA Rockaway service restored 7/16
NY MTA Second Avenue Subway contract 8/18
NY MTA signal contracts 3/9
NY MTA storm recovery funding 4/16
NY MTA suburban EMU order 10/8
NY Penn station 5/30, 9/48
Oregon RR to City tram phase I funded 11/15
Operation Lifesaver crossing awareness 1/63
Oregon unveils Talgo trainset 9/12
Pennsauken Transit Center opened 11/15
Philadelphia funding crisis 10/34
Philadelphia Norristown line extension 8/16
Phoenix airport peoplemover 5/20
Phoenix Northwest extension 2/14
Phoenix stops as safe places 10/19
Phoenix Tempe streetcar development 5/19
PTC making slow progress 4/38*
Salt Lake City Blue line extended 10/19
Schau orders EMD locos 7/88
Seattle Ballard lines studies 4/30
Seattle South 200th line link 6/21
SeFea Route 101 centenary 5/1044*
Short lines; taking the pulse 9/39*
St Paul streetcar studies 8/3
States seek standard local loco 9/12
Statoil tank maintenance contract 1/19
SunRail operating contract 5/16
Tier 4 demonstrator loco coming 11/6
Trespass detection field trial 11/67
Tri-Regional Veolia option exercised 10/7
Washington property development 12/13
Washington Purple Line 6/2013
Washington Silver line 6/14
Whirlpool bridge agreement 1/11
Wuhan escalator replacement 4/18
Wuhan orders more Series 7000 cars 6/19
Wuhan wheel press order 6/19

DB Systemtechnik certified as operator 5/11
Denmark as Notified Body 8/20
DNV Kema acquired by TÜV 22
EKZ loco production plants opened 1/28
EMD opens in Sete Lagos 2/21
ERA telecoms consultancy framework contracts 2/21
EuroMaint Enters in Charge of Maintenance 8/20
Eversholt places senior debt 12/19
Evraz targets wheel market 5/25
Fibabrik in liquidation 7/21
Financial Alliance buys Bashnet 67
Fortescue may sell TPI interest 1/28
Freightliner buys ERS 7/10
Funkwerk IT York sold 7/21
GATX 2012 results 3/22
GATX sells AAE stake 11/22
GE/Loracail/Yakulta relationship 3/19
GE/THM/Remokomotiv JV 1/21
Greenbrier sells roller bearing business 4/22
Greenbrier to close wheel plants 8/20
Greenbrier/CA high maintenance agreement 9/20
Growag sells stake to BAM 3/22
HaCon opens UK office 6/21
Hitachi Rail Europe factory 12/21
Höft & Wessel majority stake 11/22
ICF 2012 production figures 3/22, 6/19
ICT/All-Russian RRI co-operation 7/21
Impregilo augments Covex stake 11/18
India loco factory plan revisited 6/21
Infotech Bangalore engineering centre 10/24
InterRail holding buys Azei Rail 3/11
Invensys Rail sold to Siemens 1/21, 1/24, 6/21
IR/IRNL-VSP plan wheel factory 2/21
ITL Pirna depot 1/7
Kirov/Škoda rolling stock agreement 6/21
KiwiRail closes Hillside works 2/21
Knorr-Bremse Brazil 2012 11/6
Knorr-Bremse Brazil plant 6/21
Knorr-Bremse/IZD 1200 brake venture 4/22
KSB sold to PKP Informatyka 7/21
KZI Blazonov/Tailles Alegria JV 11/22
Lloyd’s Banking rolling stock business sold 1/21
Macmahon Rail acquired by McConnell Dowell 6/21
MAN training academy opened 8/65
MetLife takes Agility Trains West 5/1
Microelectrica Scientifica factory opened 7/21
Mile Rail sold to The Phoenix Group 10/24
Mitsubishi Electric plants Kobe plant 5/24
Mitsubishi Hi Mihara test centre 5/24
MoTAC plans test centre 5/24
Myanmar rolling stock plants 9/20
NEXI Portugal acquired by Kaspc 5/25
NewAWL wagon leasing JV 11/22
Nokia to acquire Siemens in NSN 8/20
Northcord acquired by Greenbrier Equity 10/24
Novosibirsk Switch privatization 12/19
Olshevskij loan from EBRD 9/20
Outrebo Technologies sold to Vossloh 9/20
Pesa to step up production 1/14
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PKP Cargo Tabor-Czorszewski
paint plant 4/22
Plastwag new production hall 6/21
PortaCo acquired by Goldstream Thermo 9/20
Rail market was rigged 9/20
Rail.One acquired by PCM 5/24
Rail.One enters US market 4/22
RailComp traction drive facility 6/21
Railconsult acquired by Rejlers 11/22
RailReUse certified ECM in Belgium 2/21
Railway Canted Components JV launched 12/19#
Railway Reuse sells Comberia stake 7/7
Railway Reuse sells Tarvaa stake 5/24
Railcapur loco works concession plan 6/21
RIV 2013 leasing venture 6/21
RJC carries on signalling market 5/25
Roca Concrete acquired by Altus 6/21
RSA Passenger Rail Committee 8/20
RSA: finding an international focus 9/45*
RZDstroy/Rhmomberg Sersa JV 11/22
Schwab Verkehrstechnik sold to Faiveley 8/20
Seaboard Railcar acquired by Trafalgar 12/19
Sesame House acquired by Trapeze 2/21
Setela stake acquired by Seiner 6/21, 7/21
Shentong Bombardier forged with 6/21
Siemens Metals Technologies rail mill order 5/24
Siemens results 3/22, 12/19
Siemens Russian Desiro production 7/21#
Skoda licenses ForCity trams to China 7/21
SMA Brasil established 3/22
SMA and Partners management buyout 2/21
SNCF Geodis takes 6/8, 12/7
Solaris bodyshell plant expansion 9/20
Stadler Rail spare parts management 10/24
Stadler Rail to cut Swiss staff 5/24
Stadler/okomunikamln Minsk works 6/21
Stella-Jones acquires sleeper manufacturers 11/22
Strukton ballast cleaning plant 6/21
Strukton increases CLF stake 5/24
Tafi Viejo plant modernisation 10/24
Talbot Biogas GmbH set up 8/57#
Talgo R&D loan from EIB 2/21
Talgo expansion progress 5/25#
Talbot Services GmbH set up 8/57#
Tafi Viejo plant modernisation 10/24
Train consultancy, online 11/21
Bicycles on trains app 11/21
BNSF to test LNG locos 4/21
Bogie rotators 12/18#
Brake pressure gauge, electric 4/21
Cab display, PC-based display 11/26#
Cab warning, audio 8/21
Cable, anti-theft 2/22
Cable gland 4/21
Car door, convertible 7/22
Cooling for lithium ion batteries 11/21#
Crate, lightweight 11/63#
Data exchange standard adopted 11/21#
Defect detector for contact wire 10/26
De-icing rolling stock 5/26
Diagnostics for IGBT drive 10/26#
Diesel engine, Tier 4 compliant engine without aftertreatment 11/61#
Electrification factory train 9/23#
Filter protects GSM-R equipment 8/21
Fire suppression, halon-free 11/21
Floor protection, inflatable plug 7/22
Flywheel energy storage 3/21
Fuel consumption data 11/21
HVAC units 4/22
Hydraulic steering, passive 12/18
Information display, interactive 5/26#
Information system, geographical deployment 2/22
Insulation, synthetic, for point heaters 10/26
LAN cable, heat-resistant 5/26
Lifting clamps, rail 5/26
Lightweight, 11/63#
Lockbolt for track applications 12/18
Lubricant for slide chairs 8/21
Lifting clamps, rail 5/26
LAN cable, heat-resistant 5/26
Traction drive facility 6/21#
Bogie rotators 12/18#
Track package, modular 12/22
Train inspection portals 8/21
Traveller, locomotive 8/21
Wagon, high-volume, biomass 10/26
Wagon, car-carrying 12/18#
Wheel production line 2/22, 10/26
Wagon, stainless steel, iron ore 10/26
Wagon, car-carrying 12/18#
Software, vehicle/driver deployment 2/22
Solenoids for rolling stock applications 10/26
Surveying, tamperers 11/26
Tablets replace documentation 11/26
Ticketing system data 11/26
Ticketing data system 6/21
Toilets, biodigesting 9/22
Trackside, signal operation 7/22
Train protection monitoring 12/18
Train protection monitoring 12/18
Trainset Inertial Measurement 12/18
Trainset speed and direction 10/26
China: high-speed and dedicated lines 2/53
China: Yangtze River Delta region 8/29
Denmark: København – Ringsted new line 10/46
Europe: Core corridor networks 11/8
France: local freight operators 7/54
France: Paris tram lines 1/50
France: Tours tram network 10/72
Germany: Leipzig S-Bahn 12/60
Germany: Rhein Valley quadrupling 1/61
India: high speed and freight corridors 2/31
India: Kapilamant 8/39
Indonesia: Java and Sumatra 7/74
Indonesia: South Tyrol 12/57
Indonesia: Kalimantan 8/39
Indonesia: high speed and freight corridors 2/31
Indonesia: Kapilamant 8/39
Indonesia: Java and Sumatra 7/74
Italy: South Tyrol 12/57
Japan: Chuo maglev route 12/29
Japan by Rail 3/72
Japan: Chuo maglev route 12/29
Japan: Chuo maglev route 12/29
Japan: Chuo maglev route 12/29
Japan: Chuo maglev route 12/29
Japan: Chuo maglev route 12/29
Japan: Chuo maglev route 12/29
Japan: Chuo maglev route 12/29
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Mikhailov, Vadim 2/54
Milczarski, Rafal 10/76
Misra, Rakesh 3/70+
Mittal, A K 12/62
Mohsen Pour Seid Aghaie, Dr 10/76, 12/62#
Mongin, Pierre 11/66
Montes Ponce de Leon, Fernando 9/80
Morch Koch, Susanne 4/64#
Moreland, Jeffrey 4/64
Moretti, Mauro 11/66
Moynan, Daniel 9/80
Mroczynski, Andrzej 3/70
Müller, Rudolf 3/70
Murphy, Steve 1/62, 8/70

N
Nandy, Jérôme 1/62
Naples, Nancy 4/64
Navarri, Andrea 4/64
Nebot Beltrán, Fernando 9/80
Neca, Círad 9/80
Nečezbiek, Mojmir 8/64
Neuauer, Albert 6/70
Nicholl, Dr Johann 12/62#
Nimmo, Alison 9/80
Nino, Manuel 4/64
Novales Ordax, Margarita 9/80
Nowak, Sławomir 12/62
Nowakowski, Robert 5/100, 6/70

O
Oakreeve, Douglas 10/76, 11/66
O’Brien Primor, Marnie 3/70+
O’Grady, Frances 9/80
O’Halloran, Brad 9/80
O’Higgins, Michael 11/66#
Oelert, Román 12/62
O’Leary, Bill 12/62
Ollas Ruiz, Emilio 9/80
Omerzel, Saco 5/100
O’Neill, Rory 4/64
Ortega, Joel 2/54#
Ozawa, Karel 10/76
P
Pande, Devi Prasad 9/80
Paonessa, Dr Francis 7/74
Papazov, Danail 7/74
Partelow, Jack 9/80
Pauline, Greg 4/64
Pedley, Ross 5/100
Pepy, Guillaume 4/64, 11/66
Perin, François-Xavier 1/62
Peric, Pierre 1/66
Pervez, Anjum 9/80
Peters, Andrew 3/70
Peters, Digno Elizabeth 4/64#
Peters, Greg 4/64
Pey, Perrette 5/100
Phiri, Ronald 6/70
Picard, Alain 8/64#
Picard, Rachel 7/74
Piccardo, Juan Pablo 1/62
Pierre, Céline 1/62
Piggott, Julie 12/62
Pimenov, Ivan 10/76
Piton, Emmanuel 1/62
Plameck, Ute 6/70
Plotrikov, Oksana 8/64
Plummer, Paul 1/62
Polini, Marc 11/66#
Porter, Len 10/76
Powell, Gareth 4/64
Pozo, Miguel 4/64
Prager, Mike 5/100
Prangerdast, Thomas 2/54, 7/74#
Prentice, Jim 7/74
Preiete, Thoresten 11/66
Priestman, Paul 10/76
Pritbulis, Jacek 10/76
Purdy, Philip 3/70
Punwin, Adam 12/62
Quennhend, Thomas 11/66
Quinn, Jim 12/62
Quijano, Daniel 11/66
Qureshi, Ghulam Mohammad 6/70
Qureshi, Junaid 6/70, 9/80
Qureshi, Ghulam Mohammad 6/70

R
Rabet, Sassan 5/100#
Radulschi, Jakub 2/54
Ramette, Yves 5/100
Rapport, Jacques 1/62, 4/64
Rathbone, John 11/66
Ravad, Yaron 11/66
Redy, Paul 12/62#
Reinhold, Dr Tom 2/54
Reininger, Michael 4/64
Reinsbach, Olivier 6/70
Rennert, Klaus Dieter 9/80#
Resch, Markus 5/100
Robinson, Donald 4/64
Robinson, Tim 7/74, 8/64
Rodet, Florence 12/62
Rodriguez Cortezo, Jesús 9/80
Rolin, David 1/62
Rose, Sir John 9/80
Ross, Cathryn 9/80
Rudhart, Munfred 4/64
Rufique, Khawaja Saad 7/74
Ruiz Esparra, Geraldo 1/62#
Ruta, Leszek 8/64
Ruthmann, Philip 2/54
Rynasiewszc, Zbigniew 12/62
S
Sainz, Enrique 1/62
Sardia, Rafael 3/70
Schneider, Bernd 11/66
Schulte, Ralf-Charley 12/62
Schumacher, Wilfried 4/64
Sciarrone, Giuseppe 11/66
Sebera, Miroslav 9/80
Seefeld, Guillermo 1/62
Sennhenn, Frank 4/64
Sharma, Sharat 2/54
Shuster, Bill 1/62
Siedl, Dr Daniel 6/70
Silbersky, Thomas 4/64
Simonelli, Lorenzo 10/76
Simonovic, Dragoljub 2/54
Skorkl, Konstantin 10/76
Skör, Petr 8/64
Smith, Graham 4/64
Smith, Howard 3/70
Smith, James 8/64
Smith, Jonathan 2/54
Solvik-Olsen, Ketel 12/62
Sophaecous, Dimitri 2/54, 5/100
Spineita, Jean-Cyril 7/74
Stadler, D J 3/70
Stanjura, Zbynek 10/76
Statham, David 6/70
Stefanski, Pawel 5/100, 6/70, 7/74
Stewart, Marta 11/66
Stockler, Erwin 6/70
Stokes, Russell 10/76
Strijas, Klaas 1/62
Strnad, Lukáš 8/64
Švagr, Pavel 9/80, 10/76
Szczyzki, Zbigniew 5/100

T
Tafalios, Theo 5/100
Tanner, James 2/54
Tanner, Lindsay 5/100
Taylors, Tom 9/80
Titterton, Paul 8/64
Tonkin, David 1/62
Torrebalba, Francisco 6/70#
Treacy, William 11/66
Truss, Warren 10/76
Tullbacki, Wojciech 7/74

V
Vaagaaar Nikolaisen, Harald 9/80
van Massenenhove, Frank 10/76
Vehviläinen, Antti 2/54
Vena, Jim 3/70+, 10/76
Venables, Tony 9/80
Venedero, Eduardo 2/54
Verdeguer, Enrique 2/54
VKhovskykh, Gennady 10/76
Voisin-Pellet, Anne-Lise 2/54

W
Waclawik, Zbyszek 8/64
Walder, Jay 10/76
Walton, Colin 1/62
Warsza, Tomasz 1/62
Wasilewski, Andrzej 4/64
Waterman, Pete 9/80
Watson, Terence 6/70#
Weatherall, Chris 6/70
Weber, Ulrich 10/76
Welford, Nancy 3/70
Whalen, Ed 6/70, 11/66
Whittingham, Phil 11/66
Wilkinson, Peter 3/70
Wishnitz, Alex 9/80#
Wolf, Oliver 6/70
Woodward, Prof Peter 10/76
Woolhouse, David 6/70
Wragg, Jonathan 11/66#
Wrobel, Krzysztof 10/76

Y
Yakunin, Vladimir 2/54
Yip Lai-ching 7/74
Young, Federico Alberto 1/62

Z
Żak, Zdenek 8/64, 9/80
Zalesny, Marek 3/70, 4/64
Žaluda, Petr 9/80
Zawadowski, Jerzy 7/74
Zampelas, Michael 5/100
Zeleny, Dalibor 9/80#
Zeman, Milos 8/64
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